announces its incoming
1st TRIMESTER
Class School Year
2012-2013
Class Registration
will be on
May 24 to June 9, 2012

Atty. ALFREDO S. LIM
City Mayor, Manila

Atty. RAFAELITO M. GARAYBLAS
Acting President, PLM

Justice ANGELINA S. GUTIERREZ
Dean, Graduate School of Law

LAW 304: ENVIRONMENTAL LAW DEVELOPMENTS
LAW 409: SELECTED TOPICS IN PROPERTY LAW
LAW 417: ADVOCACY FOR WOMEN AND CHILDREN / or
LAW 412: ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTIONS

Classes will start on
09 June 2012

PAMANTASAN NG LUNGSOD NG MAYNILA
General Luna cor. Muralla Sts., Intramuros, Manila
Website: www.plm.edu.ph

For more information, please contact:
ANACITA AIMEE “Beng” ZARAGOSA
or CARL JUNIUS “CJ” FEDERICO

Office Tel. No. (02) 404-03-80
Mobile Nos. 0917-9186794 * 0939-6576057